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The task seems (more or less) clear…
Lorena Aguilar’s presentation illustrated that in fact a lot is at stake
when having a look at gender equity in relation to climate change:
• Without major progress in gender equality issues it will be
difficult to make the necessary progress on the transformational change needed to avoid massive negative impacts of
climate change;
• We can’t afford not making sure that the important potential
women represent for achieving a more climate-compatible
development path is best-possible used.
Setting a frame that allows women to be agents of change
Need to better use gender as a driver for transformational change

Task set - but how do we go about this…?
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SDC’s Global Programmes (modus operandi)
The Global Programmes strengthen SDC’s commitment regarding the resolution of
global challenges. By coming up with innovative solutions to such challenges, they aim
at contributing to the creation of a pro-development globalization. Global Programmes
thereby complement the other bilateral and multilateral instruments of Swiss
international cooperation.
The added value of Global Programmes lies in the combination of specialized
competences, an application-orientation and the participation in the elaboration of
international norms:
Working modalities are based on three pillars:
A: International Policy Dialogue: participation in international/multilateral
processes that shape the global architecture and develop overarching regulations
and policies;
B: Innovative Projects: involved in pragmatic projects that help to influence
regional/international policies; focusing on countries/organizations with high
influence for regional/global policy shaping;
C: Knowledge and Networking: participating in and supporting forums and
networks relevant for the generation of thematic knowledge and its dissemination.
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How the GPCC works towards more gender equality…
• A: The direct approach: targeted gender equality-related activities
Initiate/finance promising processes/events at the multilateral level; such activities
further contribute to raise the awareness about the importance of the topic (may
result in buy in by others).
Implementation: direct, (opportunity-driven), conducted in collaboration with
leading thematic ‘think tanks’ and relevant experience holders.
• B: The transversal coverage: referring to non gender-targeted activities
Aim to systematically address gender equality elements in the implementation of
outsourced operational work.
Implementation: indirect (partners), importance of making the capacity to work on
these issues is an important criteria for the selection of executing partners

-> Blending the two elements for achieving bestpossible impact
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At the level of International Policy Dialogue - for example…

A: Input to help shape the perception at the level of the convention (United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC))

In the frame of the Nairobi Work Program Technical Meeting that took place under the
Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA) in early April 2014 in
Bonn/Germany, Switzerland – together with Canada - had been financing a session on
the topic of ‘Indigenous and traditional knowledge and gender-sensitive approaches
for adaption’.
How
By bringing together cutting-edge technical expertise and field-level
implementation experience to jointly inform decision-makers and trigger further
thematic discussions at this level.
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At the level of Innovative Projects - for example…

B: The ASEAN-Swiss Partnership on Social Forestry and Climate Change
GPCC’s regional support programme for the promotion of Social Forestry (involvement of
local communities in the management of forests – aiming at improving their economic and
social welfare) in the ASEAN region; covering all ten ASEAN member states in SE-Asia.

How
All the involved implementing partners (CIFOR, RECOFTC, ICRAF, NTFP-EP) have a
proven long-standing track record working on gender issues in forestry.
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At the level of Knowledge Sharing - for example…

A&B: GPCC’s Thematic Network Newsletter

Climate Change & Environment
Network Newsletter:
www.sdc-climateandenvironment.net
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Thank you for your attention…

patrick.sieber@eda.admin.ch
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Starting the discussion…
 Question 1: From a climate change perspective, where do you
see the main challenges for mainstreaming gender in land &
sustainable development?

 Question 2: What would you propose as suitable entry points
to overcome these challenges?
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